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l, GENERAL 

1.01 This section describes the 81A monitoring 
oscilloscope and the picture monitor per 

SD-42012-01 (both of' which are based on the RCA 
TM-5A Master Monitor), their use and operation. 

1.02 The SlA monitoring oscilloscope (also the 
picture monitor) is provided with a high 

impedance input circuit designed for monitoring 
on balanced or unbalanced video circuits without 
disturbing the through circuit. 

l. 03 A kinescope is provided for reproducing the 
picture and an oscilloscope for reproducing 

in wave form, the video signal under observation. 

1.04 A calibration voltage is also provided for 
measuring, by comparison, the peak-to-peak 

voltage of' the video signal. 

1.05 The SlA monitoring oscilloscope is sup-
plied mounted in a mobile console. The 

picture monitor per SD-42012-01 is equivalent 
electrically but is relay rack mounted at the con
trol position of' a television operating center. 

1.06 Information covering the application of' 
the 81A monitoring oscilloscope and the 

rack mounted picture monitor in testing a system 
or any specific piece of' apparatus is given in 
the section of' the Bell System Practices contain
ing the methods of testing the system or apparatus. 

1.07 General instructions on the maintenance 
and handling of electronic equipment in

volving hazardous voltages and cathode ray tubes 
as contained in Sections 010-110-001 and 
010-110-002 should be observed. 

2. PERFORMANCE 

2.01 The 81A monitoring oscilloscope and the 
picture monitor are capable of providing 

reliable kinescope and oscilloscope reproduction 
from a video input signal in the range of 0.25 volt 
to 2.0 volts peak to peak. 

2.02 The kinescope section of the monitor has 
an over-all frequency transmission char

acteristic flat to 4.5 megacycles which permits 
complete picture monitoring on a video circuit. 

2.03 The wave form presentation of the oscil-
loscope is affected by the frequency char

acteristic of the vertical amplifier in the TM-5A 
monitor. Wave form analysis will necessitate de
termining whether the frequency characteristic is 
of the original design or one of those described 
in Paragraph 3.51. 

2.04 Two restorers are provided in the SlA moni-
tor1ng oscilloscope. They are 75-ohm net

works and their input and output connections ap
pear in the jack field as RST-1 IN and OUT and RST-2 
IN and OUT. 

2.05 The RST-1 restorer is coded as a D-175322 
equalizer and the RST-2 is coded as a 226-B 

network. 

2.06 The RST-1 restorer is designed to comple-
ment the predistortion of the D-175321 un

balanced or the D-176078 balanced predistorters 
while the RST~2 restorer is designed to comple
ment the D-176244 NET plug used in the A2 system. 
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Fig. 1 - Transmission Characteristics of the 
RST-1 and RST-2 Restorers 

2.07 In the event that the video circuit to be 
monitored has both types of predistortion, 

both RST-1 and RST-2 can be patched in to provide 
a flat transmission characteristic. Fig. 1 shows 
the transmission characteristics of the RST-1 and 
RST-2 restorers. 

2.08 Accurate voltage measurements are possi-
ble on the oscilloscope by using the cali

bration voltage circuit. Voltage measurements 
can be made in a range from 0.25 volt to 1.4 volts 
peak to peak. Complete accuracy necessitates the 
use of an external signal source for comparison. 

2.09 Additional information contained in the 
attached manufacturer's instruction book 

for the TM-5A master monitor (No. lB-36021-3) will 
also apply as general performance data for the 81A 
monitoring oscilloscope and the rack mounted pic
ture monitor. 

3. DESCRIPTION 

(A) 81A Monitoring Oscilloscope 

3.01 The components of the 81A monitoring os-

I \ 
1\ 

5000 

cilloscope are mounted in a mobile console 
approximately 60 inches high, 30 inches ·deep and 
23 inches wide. The sloping front accommodates 
the kinescope and oscilloscope assembly (TM-5A 
monitor). Fig. 2 - 81A Monitoring Oscilloscope 
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3.02 External power is supplied from the 115-
volt 60-cycle power lines to either the top 

or bottom of the console. The power consumption 
is about 750 watts. 

3.03 The total weight of the console is approx
imately 300 pounds and the general appear

ance is shown in Fig. 2. 

3.04 In the mobile monitor there are two 115-
volt 60-cycle outlets into which plug con

nection to the 115-volt 60-cycle power source can 
be made. One outlet is on the rear panel at the 
top and the other is in the rear of the base. 

3.05 The 115-volt 60-cycle power switch on the 
front panel has three positions w;tlich ener

gize the console from either of the two plugs. 
The center position of the switch is OFF. There 
are three safety switches associated with the 
sides and back of the cabinet. On the TM-5A moni
tor. the interlock switch (S5) is strapped out. 
A cooling fan is provided at the bottom of the 
console. 

(B) Relay Rack Mounted Picture Monitor 

3.06 The components of the rglay raak mounted 
picture monitor are mounted o.n a duct-type 

framework at the control position of the television 
operating center. 

3.07 External power is supplied from the 115-
volt 60-cycle power line to a convenient 

outlet or fuse panel. The power consumption of 
all components is approximately 750 watts. 

3.08 The nominal video voltage to be measured 
at the control position of the television 

operating center is 1 volt peak to peak. The moni
tor is normally adjusted so that a 1 volt peak 
to peak input signal results in a 1.4 volt peak 
to peak signal at the input of the TM-5A monitor. 

3.09 The balanced input arrangement is usually 
used at the control position. The gain of 

the monitor is the same for balanced or unbalanced 
input. The relay rack mounting arrangement is 
shown in Fig. 3. 

3.10 A simplified block schematic of the relay 
rack mounted picture monitor is shown in 

Fig. 4. The input and output connections of the 
component units (except power supplies) are 
brought out to a jack field so that the various 
circuits may be patched conveniently. However, 
the input of the 81A monitoring oscillescope con
sists of about 6 feet of low capacity coaxial cable 
for both the tip (T) and ring (R) connections and 
connects directly to the grids of the bridging 
amplifier tubes Vl and V3. 
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Fig. 3 - Equipment Arrangement for the Relay Rack 
Mounted Picture Monitor 

3.11 The input to the picture monitor is the 
high impedance balanced or unbalanced in

put of the bridging amplifier. When an unbalanced 
input is required. it is necessary to use either 
the tip (T) or ring (R) input connection. If the 
polarity of the video signal to be observed is 
black negative (synchronizing pulses negative) 
the tip ( T) input is used. The ring (R) connection 
is used for the reverse polarity signal. In either 
case, the unused input must be terminated in 75 
ohms for the proper amplifier operation. For bal
anced input operation both the tip (T) and ring 
(R) connections are used. 
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Fig. 4 - Block Schematic of. the Picture Monitor 

3.12 The 81A oscilloscope and the picture mon-
itor are designed to operate only at test 

points where an isolating resistor of 510 ohms is 
wired in series with each input connection. If 
the isolating resistor is omitted, some distortion 
of the signal will result. 

3.13 The GAIN control of the bridging amplifier 
is one means of over-all gain adjustment. 

However, due to distortion created by shunt capac
ity at the control. the GAIN setting is normally 
not varied. 

3.14 The 1-B clamper amplifier is employed to 
clamp the signal, if necessary, and further 

amplify it to provide an adequate input voltage 
for the Tlii-5A monitor. 

3.15 The RCA TM-5A master monitor provides both 
a kinescope and oscilloscope for simul

taneous picture and wave form presentation. 

3.16 Controls for the kinescope and o.scilloscope 
are self-contained in the Tlii·5A monitor 

which is mounted for convenient viewing and ad
justment. 

3.17 In addition to the RCA WP-33-A regulated 
power supply which furnishes 280 volts d-e 

to the TM-5A monitor, there is a J68226-C regulated 
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tube rectifier which supplies 200 volts d-e to the 
lB clamper amplifier and the bridging amplifier. 

3.18 The two amplifiers and the Tlii•5A monitor 
also receive 115-volts 60-cycles for fil

ament supply. 

CCl B;ridsing Amplifier (J44102-Bl 

3.19 The bridging amplifier is basically an 
electronic circuit which will convert from 

a high-impedance input, balanced or unbalanced. 
to a low impedance (75 ohms) unbalanced output. 

3.20 The circuit has two main parts, an input 
amplifier and an output amplifier. Fig. 5 

is a schematic of the bridging amplifier. 
3.21 The input circuit of the bridging amplifier 

is made up of low capacity coaxial cable for 
both the ring (R) and tip (f) connections and 
connects to the grids of each of the input tubes 
Vl and V3 

3.22 The shunting capacitance of the input ca-
bles, together with the required 510-ohm 

series isolating resistors creates a resistance 
capacitance voltage divider to ground which af
fects the high-frequency transmission from the 
line to the grids of Vl and V3. This signal distor
tion is equalized in the output amplifier circuit. 

( 

( 
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Fig. 5- Bridging Amplifier Schematic 

3.23 In the 81A oscilloscope the input distor-
tion can be equalized for either the balanced 

or unbalanced condition as the transmission is 
essentially the same for either. However, the 
relay rack mounted monitor input cable capacitance 
varies slightly due to differences in the capac
ities or balanced and unbalanced patch cords and 
the transmission should be equalized for the bal
anced condition. 

3.24 Longitudinal signal suppression is accom-
plished in the input amplifier. The elec

tron tube V2 constitutes the cathode circuit im
pedance which is common to the input tubes Vl and 
V3. The cathode circuit impedance is very high 
due to the pentode characteristic of V2. This 
creates a great deal of degeneration for longitu
dinal signals that may appear as grid-ground volt
ages of the same sign on the grids of Vl and V3. 
However, when balanced voltages, i.e., equal and 
opposite, are applied to the grids of Vl and V3 
the impedance or V2 does not introduce degenera
tion and these signals are amplified. Thus, when 
an input signal contains both balanced and longi
tudinal components the input amplifier will tend 
to amplify the balanced signal and suppress the 
longitudinal. 

3.25 The feedback connection from the plate of 
Vl to the control grid of V2 reduces the sig

nal currents in Vl to relatively low values and at 

the same time effectively doubles the signal cur
rent in V3. Since the output of the input amplifier 
is taken from the plate of V3 this represents a 
gain or about 6 db for the input amplifier as a 
whole. There is no decrease in the suppression 
of longitudinal input signals by this feedback 
connection. 

3.26 Circuit arrangements are also such that 
application or unbalanced input voltages 

to (R) results in practically no potential dif
ference between the cathode and grid of Vl and a 
large potential difference across the cathode 
and grid of V3 which also results in an increase of 
6 db as explained above. 

3.27 The over-all gain is, therefore, essential
ly the same for a balanced input, unbalanced 

input at ( T) or unbalanced input at (R). 

3.28 It is necessary to terminate the unused 
input when the unbalanced condition is used 

to eliminate instability of the amplifier. 

3.29 Pl is the GAIN control for the bridging 
amplifier.· It is the variable resistor 

which is between the cathodes of Vl and V3. Pl ad
justs the amount of degeneration to the balanced 
component of the input signal, therefore, control
ling the gain. The GAIN adjustment range is about 
20 db. 
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3.30 Due to the stray capacity across the vari-
able resistor (Pl) the gain change is not 

quite flat with frequency and a GAIN setting of 
approximately mid-range has been setected as the 
working GAIN setting. Changing this setting is 
not usually necessary unless signals of lower than 
normal levels are being monitored. In this case 
the transmission characteristic distortion should 
be acknowledged. 

3.31 fhe plate of V3 is coupled to the grid of 
the output tube V4 by an adjustable inter

stage network. fhe adjustable feature is the 
inductor Ll which is set to make the gain of the 
input amplifier flat with frequency. rhis does 
not include the distortion introduced by the 
510-ohm isolating resistors in the input circuit 
which is taken care of by the C7 capacitor (Para
graph 3.22). 

3.32 rhe output stage, V4, primarily couples 
the voltage output of the input stage to 

a low-impedance load. fhis means that V4 must 
operate at a relatively high current output and 
is, therefore, operated as a triode. The normal 
output is 0.25 volt peak to peak across a 75-ohm 
load although 1.0 volt peak to peak is tolerable. 
The output at this point is polarized black nega
tive. 

3.33 rhe distortion introduced in the input 
circuit by the isolating resistor and in

put capacity (Paragraph 3.22) can be equalized 
in the cathode circuit of V4 by means of the ad
justable capacitor C7. fhis capacitor reduces 
the local feedback on V4 at the higher frequencies 
which increases the gain to balance out the loss 
in the input circuit. 

3. 34 Adjustments to produce a flat frequency 
transmission characteristic are made by 

varying the values of the L-1 inductor and the 
C7 capacitor with the GAIN setting at approximate
ly mid-range. Any reference gain point should be 
satisfactory if adjustments of Ll and C7 result in 
a flat frequency transmission characteristic. 
The characteristic should be flat to 4.5 mega
cycles ±0.1 db. 

(D) lB Clamper Amplifier 

3.35 The lB Clamper Amplifier used in the 
monitor is both a clamper and an ampli

fier. Descriptive information and opera
tional theory of the clamper-amplifier is cov
ered in Section 318-103-100 and maintenance 
information is covered in Section 318-103-500. 

3.36 Clamping action is switched IN or OUf of 
the circuit by the CLAMP switch. This switch 

has been brought out from the clamper-amplifier 
chassis to a readily available location at the 
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control point of the television operating center 
or on the control panel of the mobile monitor. 
This switch is marked CLAMPER-ON-OFF and controls 
the heater current to the clamp tubes. Due to the 
electron tube warm-up or cooling off period, the 
circuit is slow in reacting. During this period 
the circuit behavior is not normal and the indica
tions on the oscilloscope should not be used. 

3. 37 fhe output of the clamper-amplitier is 
brought out to the CLAMP jack which is nor

mally patched to the MON IN jack. fhe MON IN and 
rERM jacks are strapped at the rM-5A monitor and 
connect to the CRO amplifier input and the kine
scope amplifier input, thus forming a bridging 
connection to the rM-5A monitor. A 340B (75-ohm} 
plug is inserted in the TERM jack to provide the 
proper termination for the clamper amplifier. 

3.38 fhe clamper amplifier provides the neces-
sary gain to step up the bridging amplifier 

output to 1.4 volts peak to peak, which is a sat
isfactory operating voltage for the TM-5A monitor. 
An output of 1.4 volts peak to peak is also a satis
factory operating level for the clamper amplifier. 

3. 39 If the bridging amplifier has high gain 
tubes a situation may arise where the work

ing GAIN setting results in more than 1.4 volts 
peak to peak at the terminated output of the clamper 
amplifier. fhis output may be :reduced by means of 
the LEVEL ADJ switch on the clamper amplifier. 

(E) RCA TM-5A Master Monitor 

3.40 fhe RCA TM-5A Master Monitor includes both 
a kinescope, an oscilloscope and with a 1.4-

volt peak-to-peak input signal gives adequate pic
ture and wave form presentation. 

3.41 The oscilloscope gives confirming data on 
the picture and is also used for analyzing 

the wave form and determining the peak-to-peak 
voltage of the signal. 

3.42 The external kinescope controls are FOCUS, 
BRIGHTNESS, horizontal hold (H) and verti

cal hold (V), while the external oscilloscope con
trols are FOCUS and BRIGHfNESS, with switches for 
selection of CALIBRATE or OSCILLOSCOPE and HORI
ZONfAL line or VERfiCAL frame presentation. The 
horizontal and vertical hold controls adjust the 
synchronization for both the kinescope and oscil
loscope. 

3.43 A complete description of the TM-5A monitor 
circuits, operation and use is included in 

the attached RCA TM-5A Master Monitor instruction 
book No. lB-36201-3. 

( 
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3.44 Certain wiring changes and equipment modi
fications in the TM-5A monitor have been 

made necessary for maintenance reasons and to fa
cilitate its use in the monitor. 

3.45 Interlock switch (55) on the TM-5A monitor 
chassis has been strapped out. 

3.46 The 1000-ohm cathode resistor (R295) for V2 
has been removed and a connection made from 

the cathode (Pin 5) of V2 to J2 to provide for an 
external CAL VOLT circuit. 

3.4? The PICTURE INPUT and CRO INPUT have been 
strapped together to provide a bridging in

put to the TM-5A monitor. 

3.48 A o. 25 ampere fuse has been added to protect 
the primary of the horizontal output trans

former (Tl09) against excessive current as a re
sult of a shorted 6BG6G tube. 

3.49 The spacing between the socket terminals 
of the high voltage rectifier and chassis 

ground has been increased to minimize the chance 
ot arcing. 

3.50 Extruded plastic sleevin~ has been added 
over the filament supply leads which con

nect to windings (7) and (8) of the horizontal out
put transformer ( Tl09). These leads are also iso
lated from adjacent leads and terminals. 

3.51 Arrangements have been made with the RCA 
factory for modification of the vertical 

amplifier in the oscilloscope of the TM-5A, to in
corporate the IRE roll-off and also provide a flat 
4 megacycle response. Either of the circuits is 
made available by operating a switch on the front 
panel. 

3.52 The modification also includes additional 
low frequency compensation in the vertical 

amplifier to meet the allowable limit of low-fre
quency distortion as specified by the IRE stand
ard. 

3.53 A new oscilloscope scale has been added 
which will facilitate the measurement of 

video signal levels in keeping with IRE Standard 
50 IRE 23.51 and the recommendations of the Joint 
Committee of TV Broadcasters and Manufacturers 
for Coordination of Video Levels. 

3.54 The installation of the new scale necessi-
tates relocation of the vertical centering 

control on the monitor. The old centering control 
(Rl41) is disconnected but not removed from the 
inside panel. 

ISS 1, SECTION 1 03-7 40-100 

3.55 The new oscilloscope scale is shown in Fig. 6 
and has linear markings with arbitrary 

numbers for reading the various levels. The os
cilloscopes along a system are to be calibrated 
in terms of the normal signal levels at each of the 

·~~~100 
----eo 
----eo 

=====:•o 
----zo 

==~=+==~~~==0 

Fig. 6 - Oscilloscope Scale 

measuring points and then similar scale readings 
should be obtained on oscilloscopes at all points 
regardless of differences in the absolute voltage 
levels at the measuring points. These readings 
may, if desired, be readily converted to volts. 

3.56 Circuit rearrangements and parts list 
changes are illustrated in Appendix A of 

this section for ready reference use with the TM-5A 
instruction book. 

3.57 Fig. 7 illustrates the significant levels 
as measured on the new scale. The blanking 

level of the signal is set to the 0 line by means 
of the vertical centering control of the oscil
loscope. The upper portion of the scale marked 
from 0 to 100 covers the range of the picture signal 
proper and on it are read the black and white peaks. 
Two addition'al 'points are marked beyond 100 to 
permit reading of abnormally high white peaks. 
An extra line is marked at the 10 step where the 
reference black level is usually established by 
the broadcasters to provide a setup region. 

3.58 The synchronizing level is read on the lower 
part of the scale which is marked downward 

from 0 to 50. This indicates the synchronizing 
level as a percentage of the reference picture sig
nal amplitude. The 40 step is shown more promi-
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nently as this is the value of synchronizing level 
commonly provided by the broadcasters for inter
city transmission. 

3.59 To further insure uniformity in interpret-
ing the oscilloscope indication for level 

measurements, the oscilloscope should normally be 
synchronized at either the line rate or at one-halt 
the line rate. The vertical synchronizing signal 
will then produce light horizontal lines at the 
blanking and synchronizing levels, permitting 
measurements as shown in Fig. 7 which should more 
closely correspond to steady state values than 
measurements made during the short duration oi' the 
horizontal synchronizing signal. The oscillo
scope intensity and focus should be adjusted to 
make these portions of the display visible and well 
defined. 

(Fl Calibration Voltage Circuit 

3.60 The calibration voltage circuit of the TM-5A 
monitor has been moditied to make the cali

bration voltage available at the input to the 
bridging amplifier. The calibration voltage is 
brought out via the PICTURE INPUT jack to the CAL 
VOLTS potentiometer circuit and thence via the 
slider connection to the CAL jack in the jack tield. 
The CAL VOLTS potentiometer will allow the cali
bration voltage appearing at the CAL jack to be set 
anywhere in the range from 0.2 to 2.0 volts peak to 
peak. 
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3.61 The calibration voltage is generated in the 
TM-5A monitor and is basically an inter

rupted d-e voltage. This voltage is developed 
across the CAL VOLTS potentiometer and its asso
ciated resistance which are in the cathode circuit 
of one of the diodes of V2. This diode is cut off 
during the flyback of the horizontal sweep by part 
ot the tlyback voltage developed across the hori
zontal sweep coil, so that the resulting pulse is 
one having a long duty cycle and a repetition of 
15,750 cycles per second. 

3.62 The calibration pulse is shown on the oscil• 
loscope by throwing the OSCILLOSCOPE CALI

BRATE switch on the TM-5A monitor to CALIBRATE and 
the VERTICAL HORIZONTAL switch to HORIZONTAL. 

3.63 The original calibrating voltage circuit 
relied on an accurate 1000-ohm resistor in 

the diode cathode circuit which has not been re
placed by a nominal llOO ohms in the CAL VOLTS cir
cuit. Therefore, the adjustment routine outlined 
in the TM-5A monitor instruction manual will n~t 
apply. The method which should be followed is de
scribed in Section 103-740-500. 

3.64 It should be stressed that operation of the 
OSCILLOSCOPE CALIBRATE switch to CALIBRATE 

is a measure of the maximum calibration voltage as 
applied at the input of the TM-5A monitor. It does 
not measure, or serve as a comparison for a video 
signal as applied to the input of the monitor since 

( 
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this would include the gain of both the bridging 
amplifier and the clamper amplifier. 

3.65 To measure a video voltage by comparison the 
calibration voltage as it appears at the CAL 

jack is used. This voltage can be set to a refer
ence value in the range from 0.2 to 1.4 volts peak 
to peak and is readily available for checking pur
poses. The voltage is normally set by comparison 
with an external sine wave signal of 100 KC with 
good wave form and having the desired peak to peak 
value. 

(G) Regulated Power Supplies 

3. 66 Two regulated power supplies are used in the 
81A oscilloscope. They are the J86226-C 

rectifier and the RCA WP-33A regulated power sup
ply. 

3.67 The J86226-C rectifier supplies approxi-
mately 230 milliamperes at 200 volts d-e to 

the bridging amplifier and lB clamper amplifier 
combined. 

3.68 Descriptive and maintenance information 
for this rectifier is included in Sec

tions 318-103-100 and 318-103-500 of the prac
tices. 

3.69 The RCA WP-33A regulated power supply fur
nishes approximately 500 milliamperes at 

280 volts d-e and a centering voltage of -7 volts 
d-e to the TM-5A monitor. 

3. 70 The WP-33A power supply instruction book 
(No. lB-36010-2) which is attached to this 

practice includes both descriptive and mainte
nance information. Further information will be 
found in Section 103-740-500 of the practices. 

3.71 The WP-33A instruction book suggests the 
use of the RCA Ml-21200-Cl meter for 

measuring voltage and current distribution in 
the rectifier. However, the 103-740-500 sec
tion of the practices provides data for using 
the KS-14510 volt-ohm-milliammeter in making 
the same measurements. 
3.72 In practice, it is important to check the 

operation of the three regulating tubes Vl, 
V2 and V3. Each section should carry one-fifth 
of the total output current and a deviation greater 
than 10% is not desirable. 

3.73 It should be noted that there is a line volt-
age adjustment on the power transformer Tl 

in the WP-33A rectifier. A low line voltage may 
be limiting in which case the input connection 
should be made to terminal 2 of Tl, Fig. 6 of the 
WP-33A instruction book. The effect of this may 
be checked roughly by watching t-he output voltage 
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as the OUTPUT VOLTAGE control is turned up. The 
voltage should go up to at least 300 volts before 
it limits. 

4. OPERATION 

4.01 It is necessary that the following switch 
settings be made prior to operation of the 

81A oscilloscope or picture monitor. 

(a) The lB clamper amplifier shall have the 
CLAMP switch thrown to OUT and the output 

selector switch (53) set on 75-ohm UNBAL. 

{b) The TM-5A monitor shall have the (56) switch 
thrown to the up position, the MONITOR switch 

thrown to SYNC and the CRO SYNC switch thrown to 
INT. 

4.02 The following examples are given as a guide 
to the performance as well as to operational 

methods. Further operational details can be found 
included in the preceding circuit descriptions 
and in the TM-5A monitor instruction book. The 
frequency characteristic of the vertical ampli
fier is of the original design. 

4.03 Fig. 8 illustrates the oscilloscope pattern 
when the calibrating voltage is applied at 

the input to the TM-5A monitor on a half-line fre
quency basis, or 7875 cycles per second. For this 
condition the VERTICAL HORIZONTAL switch (52) is 
thrown to HORIZONTAL and the OSCILLOSCOPE CALI
BRATE switch (S3) to CALIBRATE. Since the HORI
ZONTAL sweep is at half-line frequency the time 
base of the sweep is equivalent to that of two lines. 
Therefore, under ideal conditions, two pulses 
would be shown. However, one pulse is lost in fly
back time. The edges of the •lost • pulse are seen 
at either end of the trace. 

Fig. 8 

4.04 The same pulses are shown on a frame fre-
quency basis in Fig. 9 where the VERTICAL 

HORIZONTAL switch (S2) is thrown to VERTICAL and 
the OSCILLOSCOPE CALIBRATE switch (53) is left on 
CALIBRATE. Since the line frequency is 525 times 
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that of the frame frequency, this wave form would 
show 525 pulses under ideal conditions. However, 
the se lines cannot be resolved, though if the sweep 
linear length were multiplied about 250 times, the 
part showing on the oscilloscope would be approxi
mately that shown in Fig. 8. 

Fig. 9 

4.05 Fig. 10 shows the wave form of a test pattern 
when the signal is applied at the input to 

the 81A oscilloscope. The BR AMP OUT is patched 
to the CLAMP IN, CLAMP OUT patched to MON IN and 
a 75-ohm termination in TERM. The CLAMPER switch 
is thrown to ON, the VERTICAL-HORIZONTAL switch 
(S2) to HORIZONTAL and the OSCILLOSCOPE-CALIBRATE 
switch ( S3) to OSCILLOSCOPE. As in Paragraph 
4.03, above, this picture shows two lines with one 
horizontal sync pulse in the middle and the other 
lost in the flyback. However, one edge can be seen 
rather faintly since there is no blanking on the 
retrace or flyback. The picture video signal does 
not show much detail since all of the lines, in 
pairs, are "laid down" one on top of the other and 
it is the horizontal sync pulse which is of major 
interest. As shown, this pulse is somewhat de
graded by "overshoot" most of which is due to the 
short cutoff of the video amplifier in the TM-5A 
monitor. However, the corners of the pulse are 
sharp indicating no particular limitation in band
width. In general rounded corners indicate limit
ing high-frequency bandwith and excessive over
shoot points to non-linear phase shift usually 
associated with too sharp a high-frequency cutoff. 

Fig. 10 
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4.06 Fig. ll shows the same signal as Fig. 10 on 
a frame or vertical basis with the VERTICAL

HORIZONTAL switch (S2) thrown to VERTICAL. This 
presentation is normally used for analyzing low
frequencies. The vertical sync region is shown in 
the middle, though the horizontal scale is too 
compressed to show any detail of the pulses. For 
good transmission the base line and the black line 
should be straight and parallel including the ver
tical sync region. In this case a small amount of 
non-uniformity can be observed due to power line 
frequency pickup in the oscilloscope. This can be 
checked by removing the signal and observing the 
sweep line across the oscilloscope. Interference 
shows up as a small amount of curvature in this 
line and there is usually some present. 

Fig. ll 

4.07 In Paragraph 4.06 the CLAMPER switch is ON' 
so that even if the original signal had some 

low-frequency distortion or interference it would 
tend to be corrected. Fig. 12 shows the same signal 
with the CLAMPER switch OFF, which is the condi
tion for analyzing low-frequency distortion. Un
der these conditions a small amount of low-fre
quency distortion can be observed as the slight 
discontinuitie s in the base and black lines, par
ticularly in the vertical sync region. This effect 
is shown in s omewhat greater proportions in 
Fig. 13, which is the low-frequency distortion 
introduced by a l97A repeat coil. 



Fig. 12 

Attached: 

Appendix A. 

Instruction Books-1B-36021-3 and 1B-36010-2 
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Fig. 13 
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(J4) 
Picture 
Input 

RCA 
TM-5A 

Moster Monitor 
Circuit Changes ( Jl) 

li '\... ,-... •I -+o-t-----------------., r------------------@---" n '1:.---'I-- I "T Lt : l --·----~ 

C
( JR50) S 6 II ,• Picture 

Input [h I .. l In put 
-- I I 

11'--~--------' , ~-----1 .. ,-... ,..-. 'i_ ___ .. ,_ ( ~-7\ I-----------------~---' !I 
\ I I --•----_T ' .r.r-- _________ J (J2) 

'-J 

--- Q -+--f~-- /'v2''\ 
{ SAL 5 \ 55 \ r~ ... , / 

-....a·-- ------------- ----~ ..... 1 .... --, ·---1 ~ .____ . J : 
K 1 R 295 <, ;; ,..,/c.. .. .. 

RemoveR 295" l J:. - '":"" 

R292 

Fig. 1 - Wiring Changes Necessary Prior to Using 
t"he TM-5A as a Unit of the 81A Monitoriug 
Oscilloscope and Picture Monitor 

Install F2 -Illustrated 
I 

F2 o-.---------- ----------4 
!; R 270 R 271 ~ 
~ < 

/-~, /_f, 
I -J-. \ I --L- ' 
1 V 24 \ { V25 \ 
\6BG6-G I \ 6BG6-G I 
' / ' / --/ ~-/ 

Hor. Output Trons. r--------
• 

Fig. 2 - Protective Fuse Installatiqn in High 
Voltage Circuit 
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WH-BK 

7 WH-BL --- --- r----..., .. 
c~ I _... I ' 
: .. Rl49 I / _J __ \ 

t I I V7 I 

S..v.-.. -·- ! \ 6AL5 I 
Rl41 ~ --~Ct~--/ WH 

I 
R14B ~ l 
---~---

R'307 
Provide oil solid line strops, 
Remove X wiring connections. 

lnstoU R 307 on Front Panel 

Fig. 3 - Oscilloscope Vertical Centering Control 
Change t4 Accommodate Use of New Scale 

Fig. 4 Schematic Diagram of Oscilloscope Ampli
fier Including Modifications for IRE 
Roll-off and Low Frequency Compensat~on 

The following changes shoUld be made in the parts 
list for the TM-5A Master Monitor (IB-36021-1). 

Remove: 

R107, 2200 ohms± 5%, 1/2 watt 
RlOS, 10,000 ohms, 2 watts 
Cl05, 0.05 mfd, 400 volts 
C102, 2 x 0.05 mfd, 400 volts (oil filled) 
Rll3, 470,000 ohms, 1/2 watt 
C173, 120 mmf 
Ll04, SOT; and R117, 5600 ohms, 1 watt 
C175, 15 mmf 
Rl23, 2000 ohms, 10 watts 
Rll9, 270 ohms, 2 watts 
L105, SOT; and R12S, 5600 ohms, 1 watt 
Rl30, 270 ohms, 2 watts 
Rl31, 2000 ohms, 10 watts 
R295, Res~stor, Fixed, Wire wound, 1000 ohms 

± 10%, 4 Watt, R.C.A. Stock No. 5512S 
F2 Fuse, 3/10 Ampere, 250 Volt, R.C.A. Stock 

No. 58465 

Add: 

Cl 
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Capacitor, moulded tubular, 0.022 mfd ± 
10%, 400 volts, Sprague Cat. No. 67P22394 

C2 

C3 

capacitor, oil impregnated, rectangular 
metal container, 0.25 mfd, 400 volts; 
Sprague cat. No. PAB12 

Capacitor, fixed, mica, 470 mmf ± 10%, 
500 volts 

Ll Choke, fixed (on 1 megohm, 1/2 watt re
sistor), 93 muh (red dot); RCA Dwg. No. 
940144-4, Type No. 203L4 

L2 Choke, insulated, s. 2 muh ± 10% ; IRC Type 
CLl 

Rl Resistor, fixed, composition, 9100 ohms 
± 5%, 1/2 watt 

R2 Resistor, fixed, composition, lSOO ohms 
± 5%, 1/2 watt 

R3 Resistor, fixed, composition, 15,000 ohms 
± 5%, 1 watt 

R4 Resistor, fixed, composition, 470,000 
R5 and ohms :::\= 5%, 1/2 watt 

R6 Resistor, fixed, composition, initially 
100,000 ohms± 10% (larger or smaller value 
may be required finally as explained in 
the text), 1/2 watt 

R7 Resistor, fixed, composition, 390,000 
ohms ± 10%. 1/2 watt 

( 

( 



( 

( 

R8 

R9 
R12and 
R10 
R13and 
Rll 

(tor 

Resistor, fixed, aomposition, 2200 ohms 
± 5%, 1/2 watt 
Resistor, fixed, wire wound, 2500 ohms 
± 5%, 10 watts; Sprague Koo1-ohm 10 NIT 
Resistor, fixed, aomposition, 330 ohms 
± 10%, 2 watts 
Resistor, fixed, aomposition, 10,000 
ohms ± 10%, 1/2 watt 
Resistor, fixed, aomposition, 1 meg-ohm 

L105A) 
s 

F2 
R307 

Saa1e 
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± 10%, 1 watt 
Switah, push-push, d.p.d.t.; RCA Dwg. No. 
8830276-2, Stoak No. 93544; Oak Manufaa
turing Company Type 170, Pt. 44569 
Fuse, 0.25 Ampere, R.C.A. StoakNo. 73600 
Potentiometer, M-61-S, C1arostat Mfg. Co. 
1 Megohm 
Po1arad E1eatronias Corp. 
BT-TS-8019-1 
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